VARIOUS WORKS OF THE FOLLOWING AUTHOR
RABINDRANATH TAGORE
In Bengali

Poetry:
- Songs of bhanusimha thakur (bhanusimha, thakures, padavali)
- The ideal one (manasi).
- The golden boat (sonar tari)
- song offerings (Gitanjali)
- wreath of songs (Gitimalya)
- The flight of cranes (Balaka).

Drama:
- The genius of valmiki (valmiki-pratibha)
- The sacrifice (visarjan)
- The king of the dark chamber (raja)
- The post office (Dak ghar)
- The immovable (Achalayatan)
- The waterfall (Muktadhara)
- Red Oleanders (Raktakaravi)

Fictional:
- The Broken Nest (Nastanirh)
- Fair faced (Gora)
- The home and the world (Ghare Baire)
- Cross currents (Yogayog)

Memoirs:
- My reminiscences (jivansmiriti)
- My boyhood days (chherebela)
Other work translated in English:

- Chitra
- Creative unity
- The crescent moon
- The cycle of spring
- Fireflies
- Fruit-gathering
- The fugitive
- The gardener
- Glimpses of Bengal
- The home and the world
- The hungry stones
- I won't let you go: selected poems
- The lover of god
- Mashi
- Nationalism
- Sadhana: the realization office
- Songs of Kabir
- The spirit of Japan
- Stories from Tagore
- Stray birds
- Vocation
- Selected letters
- Selected poems
- Selected short stories
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Shakespeare’s comedy:
- All’s well that ends well
- As you like it
- The comedy of errors
- Love’s labour’s lost
- Measure for measure
- The Merchant of Venice
- The Merry Wines of Windros
- A Midsummer Night’s Dream
- Much ado about nothing
- Pericles, prime of tyre
- The taming of the shrew
- The Tempest
- Twelfth night
- The two gentlemen of Verona
- The two noble kinsmen
- The winter’s tale

Shakespeare’s history:
- King john
- Richard II
- Henry IV, part - 1
- Henry IV, part -2
- Henry V
- Henry VI, part -1
- Henry VI, part -2
- Henry VI, part -3
- Richard III
- Henry VIII

**Shakespeare’s tragedy:**
- Romeo and Juliet
- Coriolanus
- Titus Andronicus
- Timons of Athens
- Julius ceaser
- Macbeth
- Hamlet
- Troilus and Cressida
- King lear
- Othello
- Antony and Cleopatra
- Cymbeline

**Poems:**
- Shakespeare’s sonnets
- Venus and Adonis
- The rape of Lucrece
- The passionate pilgrim
- The phoenix and the turtle
- A lover’s complaint.

**WILLIAM WORDSWORTH**

**Lyrical ballads with a few other poems (1798)**
- Simon lee
- We are seven
- Lines written in early spring
- Expostulation and reply
- The tables turned
- The thorn
- Lines composed a few miles above tintern abbey

**Lyrical ballads with a few other poems (1800):**
- Preface to the lyrical ballads
- Strange fits of passion have I known
- She dwelt among the untrodden ways
- Three years she grew
- A slumber did my spirit seal
- I travelled among unknown men
- Lucy gray
- The two april mornings
- Nutting
- The ruined cottage
- Michael
- The kitten at play

**Poems in two volumes (1807):**
- Resolution and independence
- I wandered lonely as a cloud(also known as daffodils)
- My heart leaps up
- Ode: intimations of immortality
- Ode to duty
- The solitary reaper
- Composed upon Westminster bridge, September 3, 1802
- London, 1802
- The world is too much with us
Guide to the lakes
To the cuckoo
The Excursion
Laodamia
The prelude

HENRY WADSWORTH LLONGFELLOW
Outre-mer; a pilgrimage beyond the sea (travelogue)
Hyperion, a romance
The Spanish student. A play in three acts
Evangeline: a tale of acadie (epic poem)
Kavanagh
The golden legend (poem)
The song of hiawatha (epic poem)
The new England tragedies
The divine tragedy
Christus: a mystery
Aftermath
The arrow and the song (poem)

Poetry collections:
Voices of the night
Ballads and other poems
Poems on slavery
The belfry of bruges and other poems
Tales of a wayside inn
Birds of passage
The seaside and the fireside
The courtship of miles Standish and other poems
- Household poems
- Flower-de-luce
- Three books of song
- The masque of Pandora and other poems
- Keramos and other poems
- Ultima thule
- In the harbour
- Michel angeolo

**Translations:**
- Copcas de don Jorge marique.(translation from Spanish)
- Dante’s divine comedy

**Anthologies:**
- Poets and poetry of Europe(translations)
- The waif
- Poems of places.

*Annie Louisa walker*

**Novel**
- The trial of mary broom
- Hollywood
- A Canadian heroine
- Against her will
- Lady’s holm
- Two rival lovers
- Plays for children
- Leaves from the backwoods
- Oak and maple(English and canadian verses)
- The night cometh(poem)
Oscar wilde

**Fairy stories**
- The happy prince and other stories
- House of pomegranate
- Lord Arthur savilis crime and other stories (stories)
- Intentions (essays and dialogues on aesthetics)
- The picture of Dorian gray (novel)
- The soul of man under socialism (political essay)

**Play**
- Lady Windermere’s fan
- A women of no importance
- An ideal husband
- The importance of being earnest
- De profundis (epistle)
- The ballad of reading goal (poem).

PEARL S BUCK

**Autobiographies:**
- My several worlds: a personal record
- A bridge for passing

**Biographies:**
- The exile
- Fighting angel

**Novels:**
- East wind: west wind
- The house of earth
- The mother
- Pavilion of women
- The angry wife
- Dragon seed
- Imperial woman
- Letter from peking
- The living reed
- The rainbow

**Non-fiction:**
- The Chinese novel
- Of men and women
- What America means to me
- The child who never grew
- The story bible
- Pearl S. buck’s oriental cook book

**Long and short stories:**
- The first wife and other stories
- Today and forever: stories of china
- Hearts come home and other stories
- The good deed
- Secrets of the heart: stories
- Mrs. Stones and the sea and other stories
- The refugee
- The Enemy
- The golden flower